Afternoon work
On the following slides are a range of activities for you to complete across the week.

Slide 2-3: History – The British Empire in 1914 (countries and their flags)
Slide 4: Science Experiment – How to build a paper rocket!

Slide 5: Art – 3D Letter drawing using perspective skills
Slide 6: PE – Kids Ninja Workout tasks

The British Empire
Before lockdown and in the first few weeks of home learning, we learnt about the British Empire.
An 'empire' is a group of countries ruled over by a single monarch or ruling power. An empire doesn't need an 'emperor'. The
British Empire comprised of Britain, the 'mother country', and the colonies, countries ruled to some degree by and from
Britain. The British began to establish overseas colonies in the 16th century. By 1783, Britain had a large empire with colonies
in America and the West Indies. This 'first British Empire' came to an end after the American Revolution. However, in the 19th
century, the British built a second worldwide empire, based on British sea-power, made up of India and huge conquests in
Africa.
The countries in red are the countries that
were in The British Empire in 1914 (the
same year WWI began).
On the next slide, you will find the flags
and names of these countries. Your task is to match
the flag with the name of the country. If you are stuck,
try using google to help (e.g. Uganda flag 1914).
Try this British Empire joke on your adults at home:
Bob: My wife’s gone to the Caribbean.
Andy: Jamaica?
Bob: No, she went of her free will!

Task: match the names of the countries to their flags by either printing this page and drawing lines linking each name to its
flag or by drawing the flags and writing the names in your books. 3 flags are missing; can you find them on google and draw
them in your book?
Oman

Canada

British Virgin Islands

Nigeria

Jamaica

Egypt

Trinidad and Tobago

Sudan

The Bahamas

Quwait

British Guyana

Bahrain

Malta

British

Cyprus

Somalia

India
Malaysia

Brunei
Papua New Guinea
Pacific Islands

Kenya
Uganda

South Africa
Australia
New Zealand

How to Build a Paper Rocket!
We have been learning lots about electricity recently but we thought it would be nice to take a break considering
the recent rocket launch last Sunday.
Below is PDF document titled How to Build a Paper Rocket with a small series of lessons and information. You may
choose to do these over the course of a couple of days or you may choose to just build the paper rocket – either
choices are fine 
Building the paper rocket begins at the bottom of page 2 and ends at the top of page 3. There is a little maths
challenge at the bottom of page 3 to measure how far your rocket launches.

SAFETY – please
remember,
do
not point the
rocket at other
children
when
you are launching
it - even though it
is soft it might
frighten them.

3D Letter Drawing
For your art lessons during lockdown, we’ve been linking you lots of perspective drawing videos. I have found an
artist who uses similar perspective skills to draw 3D letters that look like they are floating – very impressive!
Linked below are the letters A, B and S for you to practise with.
Once you have got the hang of these letters, can you use the 4th link to find the letters of your first name? Or the
initials of your full name?

Kids Ninja Workout
For PE this week we have a few tasks for you:
Task 1: Follow the Kids Ninja Energy Burn Workout on YouTube
Task 2: Follow the Kids Ninja Balance Workout on YouTube (please be extra careful if attempting the headstand!)
Task 3: The Balancing Challenge!! Can you use any object from around your home and try and balance it on as many
parts of your body as possible? Can you send us a photo with the object balanced on the most obscure part of your
body?
Task 4: Finally can you create your own workout from things you have seen so far? Could you send us a photo of you
doing your workout? Or perhaps you could send us the ideas for your workout in note form?

